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SP1 / SP2 
 
 
 
Power optimized exhaust system without flap-regulation 

stainless steel F1 999 20 € 4.990,-- 
INCONEL F1 999 40 € 6.940,-- 
INCONEL covered with high-temperature heat protection and 
gold-plated with 999 fine gold  F1 999 50 € 9.950,-- 
 

power optimized exhaust system with flap-regulation 

stainless steel F1 999 21 € 5.990,-- 
INCONEL F1 999 41 € 7.980,-- 
INCONEL covered with high-temperature heat protection and 
gold-plated with 999 fine gold F1 999 51 € 10.790,-- 

 
exhaust replacement pipe X-Pipe System  

stainless steel F1 999 23 € 2.290,-- 
covered with high-temperature heat protection and 
gold-plated with 999 fine gold F1 999 53 € 3.580,-- 
 

catalyst-replacement pipe (set of two) to use with NOVITEC- and original exhaust system   

covered with high-temperature heat protection F1 999 24 € 2.990,-- 
and gold-plated with 999 fine gold F1 999 52 € 4.680,-- 
for cars with OPF F1 999 34 € 3.390,-- 
covered with high-temperature heat protection and   
gold-plated with 999 fine gold for cars with OPF F1 999 54 € 4.990,-- 
 

sport metal catalysts (set) to use with NOVITEC- and original exhaust system    

100 Zeller sport metal catalysts with reduced exhaust back pressure    
complete covered with high-temperature heat protection  F1 999 25 €     4.940,-- 
and gold-plated with 999 fine gold F1 999 55 €     6.940,-- 
for cars with OPF F1 999 35 €     5.380,-- 
covered with high-temperature heat protection and 
gold-plated with 999 fine gold for cars with OPF F1 999 56 € 7.380,-- 
 

NOVITEC TECTRONIC  

to use with NOVITEC sport metal catalysts or NOVITEC cat replacement pipes to avoid  
error indications from the catalysts or OPF F1 999 80 € 990,-- 
price for the single purchase without NOVITEC catalysts or cat-replacement pipes F1 999 99 € 1.990,-- 
 

NOVITEC SWITCHTRONIC 

to use for exhaust systems with flap-regulation to open and close the flaps  
from the cockpit by Radio F1 999 90 € 580,-- 
 

 

 
 
 
sport spring set 

for lowering in combination with the original suspension for all models, also  
cars with the factory lift-system F5 999 03 € 1.190,-- 
 

aluminium spacers 

made of high – strength aluminium, corrosion – protected by anodize 
set of 2 pieces including mounting material 
spacer 10mm (enlarged track 20mm per axle) including chromed bolts F5 999 10 € 350,-- 
spacer 15mm (enlarged track 30mm per axle) including chromed bolts F5 999 11 € 370,-- 
 

TITANIUM wheel bolts set (10 pieces) 

wheel bolts from Titanium with inner octagonal head 
for NOVITEC spacers 10+15mm F5 999 15 € 750,-- 
 
 
 

NOVITEC exhaust systems 

NOVITEC sports suspension 



(all prices are exclusive tax) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
aluminium wheel type NF8 directional, forged 

10,0J x 21J for front axle left, colors from the solid colors range F4 999 10 € 1.990,-- 
10,0J x 21J for front axle right, colors from the solid colors range  F4 999 11 € 1.990,-- 
12,5J x 22J for rear axle left, colors from the solid colors range F4 999 12 € 2.390,-- 
12,5J x 22J for rear axle right, colors from the solid colors range F4 999 13 € 2.390,-- 
surcharge for colors from the transparent colors range, brushed F4 999 BR € 200,-- 
surcharge for colors from the transparent colors range, polished F4 999 PO € 200,-- 
 

set wheels / tyres type NF8 directional, forged   

10,0J x 21J with 275/30 R21 for front axle 
12,5J x 22J with 335/25 R22 for rear axle 
set wheels / tyres type NF8 colors from the solid colors range F4 999 80 € 10.990,-- 
set wheels / tyres type NF8 from the transparent colors range, brushed F4 999 91 € 11.990,-- 
set wheels / tyres type NF8 from the transparent colors range, polished F4 999 92 € 11.990,-- 
 

aluminium wheel type NF9 forged 

10,0J x 21J for front axle, colors from the solid color range  F4 999 00 € 1.990,-- 
12,5J x 22J for rear axle, colors from the solid color range F4 999 01 € 2.390,-- 
surcharge for colors from the transparent colors range, brushed F4 999 BR € 200,-- 
surcharge for colors from the transparent colors range, polished F4 999 PO € 200,-- 
 

set wheels / tyres type NF9 forged   

10,0J x 21J with 275/30 R21 for front axle 
12,5J x 22J with 335/25 R22 for rear axle 
set wheels / tyres type NF9 colors from the solid colors range F4 999 70 € 10.990,-- 
set wheels / tyres type NF9 from the transparent colors range, brushed F4 999 96 € 11.990,-- 
set wheels / tyres type NF9 from the transparent colors range, polished F4 999 97 € 11.990,-- 
 

aluminium wheel type NF10 central lock LOOK  forged 

10,0J x 21J for front axle, colors from the solid colors range F4 999 60 € 2.090,-- 
12,5J x 22J for rear axle, colors from the solid colors range F4 999 61 € 2.490,-- 
surcharge for colors from the transparent colors range, brushed F4 999 BR € 200,-- 
surcharge for colors from the transparent colors range, polished F4 999 PO € 200,-- 
 

set wheels / tyres type NF10 central lock LOOK  forged 21/22 J  incl. central cover in black, red or silver 

10,0J x 21J with 275/30 R21 for front axle 
12,5J x 22J with 335/25 R22 for rear axle 
set wheels / tyres type NF10, colors from the solid colors range F4 999 62 € 11.590,-- 
set wheels / tyres type NF10 from the transparent colors range, brushed  F4 999 66 € 12.590,-- 
set wheels / tyres type NF10 from the transparent colors range, polished F4 999 67 € 12.590,-- 
 
 
 

NOVITEC wheels 


